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**DESCRIPTION**

A comprehensive guide to financial econometrics

Financial econometrics is a quest for models that describe financial time series such as prices, returns, interest rates, and exchange rates. In Financial Econometrics, readers will be introduced to this growing discipline and the concepts and theories associated with it, including background material on probability theory and statistics. The experienced author team uses real-world data where possible and brings in the results of published research provided by investment banking firms and journals. Financial Econometrics clearly explains the techniques presented and provides illustrative examples for the topics discussed.

Svetlozar T. Rachev, PhD (Karlsruhe, Germany) is currently Chair-Professor at the University of Karlsruhe. Stefan Mittnik, PhD (Munich, Germany) is Professor of Financial Econometrics at the University of Munich. Frank J. Fabozzi, PhD, CFA, CFP (New Hope, PA) is an adjunct professor of Finance at Yale University’s School of Management. Sergio M. Focardi (Paris, France) is a founding partner of the Paris-based consulting firm The Intertek Group. Teo Jasic, PhD, (Frankfurt, Germany) is a senior manager with a leading international management consultancy firm in Frankfurt.
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Sergio Focardi is a partner of The Intertek Group and a member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of Portfolio Management. He is the (co-) author of numerous articles and books on financial modeling and risk management, including the CFA Institute’s recent monograph Trends in Quantitative Finance (co-authors Fabozzi and Kolm) and the award-winning books Financial Modeling of the Equity Market (co-authors Fabozzi and Kolm, Wiley) and The Mathematics of Financial Modeling and Investment Management (co-author Fabozzi, Wiley). Mr. Focardi has implemented long-short portfolio construction applications based on dynamic factor analysis and conducts research in the econometrics of large equity portfolios and the modeling of regime changes. He holds a
degree in Electronic Engineering from the University of Genoa and a postgraduate degree in Communications from the Galileo Ferraris Electrotechnical Institute (Turin).
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• UNIQUE PRESENTATION OF TECHNIQUE AND SAMPLES. The author team uses real world data where possible and also brings in the results of published research provided by investment banking firms and journals. Explains technique and provides ample illustrations both from data obtained from Wall Street published research and academic/practitioner journals. Also, there will be coverage of concepts (e.g., hedging) and theories in finance (e.g., asset pricing) when the authors apply the technique within a chapter.

• INCLUDES A TECHNICAL APPENDIX.

• PROMINENT COAUTHORS FROM THE WORLD OF FINANCE. Jasic, Rachev, Mittnik, and Focardi are not only active academic researchers who apply financial econometrics but who also apply it in their consulting work.
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